(incorporating species identity and pH) for the effects of species identity and pH on maximum luminophore depth (Lum max ) fitted using restricted maximum likelihood estimation.
Initial model:
(a) Lum max ~ species identity * pH + random = run Final model:
(b) Lum max ~ species identity * pH + random = run, weights = varIdent(form=~1|as.factor(species identity)*as.factor(pH)), method= "REML" (incorporating species identity) for the effects of species identity and pH on mean maximum luminophore depth (Lum mean ) fitted using restricted maximum likelihood estimation.
(a) Lum mean ~ species identity * pH + random = run
Final model:
(b) Lum mean ~ species identity + random = run, weights = varIdent(form=~1|as.factor(species identity)), method= "REML" (incorporating species identity) for the effects of species identity on median maximum luminophore depth (Lum med ) fitted using restricted maximum likelihood estimation.
(a) Lum med ~ species identity * pH + random = run
(b) Lum med ~ species identity + random = run, weights = varIdent(form=~1|as.factor(species identity)), method= "REML" (incorporating species identity and pH) for the effects of species identity on rugosity of the lower extent of the mixed layer (Lum rug ) fitted using restricted maximum likelihood estimation.
(a) Lum rug ~ species identity * pH + random = run
(b) Lum rug ~ species identity + random = run, weights = varIdent(form=~1|as.factor(species identity)*as.factor(pH)), method= "REML" 
